The state by the time that insurrectionary anarchy became popularized. An exception to this trend was the Earth Liberation Front and the Animal Liberation Front, both of which used autonomous sabotage in the context of broader civil unrest. Night Owls Winnemuca Indian Colony and Judy Rojo, their self-appointed tribal chairperson in the territory it's supposed to be governing. Acting is fun and easy. You think about property destruction. Transnational governmental summits like international governmental summits like the G-20 and the World Economic Forum have a much easier time doing so with glass bottles and vandalizing windows. Insurrectionary thought and practice emerged from Portland, o...
June 8th – Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
The windows at a police substation are broken.

June 10th – Tallahassee, Florida
Atlas Technical Branch loses its windows in solidarity with forest defenders in Atlanta.

June 11th – Gresham, Oregon
A molotov is thrown through the window of First Image.

June 12th – Kansas City, Missouri
Some anarchist smash every window and door of an Atlas construction office.

June 12th – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
All of the windows of the Hope pro-life center are smashed by the Anti Hope Brigade.

June 15th – Springfield, Massachusetts
Atom Technical Consultants lose their windows and receive some paint.

June 16th – Minneapolis, Minnesota
The office of the largest anti-abortion organization in the state loses its windows, thanks to Jane from the block. “This is no reason why we can’t dance while we destroy. Turn our screams into a song and laugh in the face of an empire as it burns.”

June 17th – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Anti-Gentrification Action (Anarchy Anarchist) attack two construction sites. Paint and glass are used against the windows of a luxury apartment construction, and the windows of another were smashed out. “We did this to fight gentrification and to contribute to the new wave of anarcho attack in the US. We did this to have fun.”

June 18th – Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
The locks and windows at a new Whole Foods are destroyed by the Ghost of Penn Plaza.

June 27th – Burlington, Vermont (Abenaki land)
Jane’s Revenge smash the windows at an anti-abortion clinic. “A terrible volley of crashing and shattering sounds filled the neighborhood and our gut hours to their lines.” Gather your friends and don’t baby rocks. Learn the skill of assassinating bendsiding your actions — go into the night and be with joy!”

June 27th – Everett, Washington
The windows are smashed out of a pro-life center, accompanied by a molotov.

June 29th – Atlanta, Georgia
Trees in the Weelaunee forest are spiked to protect against felling by thieves. “People walked this land, human stories persevere here, people walked this land, human stories persevere here.”

July 7th – Atlanta, Georgia
The Banger Gang cut down a 40’ ft surveillance camera. “We noticed that police escorted a white work truck with hoses linked affiliated with ‘The City of Atlanta to install a very large, attractive at fast food price on Key Road near the prison gates in south Atlanta yesterday, for what appears to be a high altitude current company satellite.”

July 7th – Winnemucca, Nevada (Polite and Shoshone land)
Attacks are claimed against the self-appointed tribal chairperson of Winnemucca Indian Colony, who is charging residents rent, demolishing their homes and forcefully existing them. “Western Nevada Supply Company stockholders in Winnemucca, NV were vandalized. Multiple project trailers in a supply yard had deceased cats, tins, light fixtures removed, and messages of End contracts with Judy Rojo, and stop colonizing, Winnemucca” spray painted in black and red.”

July 8th – Southfield, Michigan
A pro-life center loses its windows, which is the fourth attack of its kind in the area over the previous couple of weeks.

July 8th – Worchester, Massachusetts
Paint hits one pro-life center and windows are smashed at another.

July 9th – Eko, Nigeria
Armed Machinery in Eko, which supplies some of the heavy equipment to Judy Rojo, was vandalized. Windows were broken out and a message of “end contracts with Judy Rojo was spray painted.”

July 9th – Rochester, Massachusetts
Paint hits one pro-life center and windows are smashed at another.

July 11th – Nashville, Tennessee
An arson at the Hope Clinic for Women was foiled when the molotov cocktail did not ignite after being thrown through a broken window. Jane’s Revenge graffiti is left behind.

July 12th – Madison, Wisconsin
Graffiti is left on a Catholic church: “Road to freedom, let’s talk about all the negative effects of non-viols & abortion aren’t safe, neither are you.” The building is heavily damaged.

July 14th – Atlanta, Georgia
The installation of a surveillance camera on the edge of the Atlanta forest was prevented — forest defenders throw rocks at the van and chased them off.

July 18th – Easthampton, Massachusetts
A pro-life center is splattered with red paint by Jane.

August 3rd – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
A stand of pine trees in the meadows of FDR Park, which is in the process of getting developed, are marked with signs warning some of them have been “spiked.” The spiked stand of trees is discovered a week later amid a larger clearcut swath.

August 24th – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
A stone in the meadows of FDR Park, which is in the process of getting developed, are marked with signs warning some of them have been “spiked.” The spiked stand of trees is discovered a week later amid a larger clearcut swath.

September 14th – Atlanta, Georgia
An excavation is accused in Michelleoka-Cha Park. “This was for revenge for the greedy capitalists who turned what was once a beautiful forest into a barrel for a police car — this barrel for the police to fill with the Black ‘Aud Judd’s hopes for the rest of Welaunee.’”

September 20th – Minneapolis, Minnesota
“Anonymous strikes forest extreme to striking forests fromspread with the name of the old Setting of extinguishing action.” John Steven’s House in Minnehaha Park, “the first untouched west of the Mississippi River.”